Happenings
Wholly Holy Uprising
Ahhhh...
...so April showers are
subsiding and May flowers
are a-blooming. Well,
that’s the theory anyway.

T

his month, we wrestle with the idea of a Wholly
Holy Uprising. After a quarter exploring Timeless
Wisdom, we start to shift to Evolutionary Vision. Just as
the flowers have an uprising, our consciousness needs
an uprising to bloom into the new vision of Life as our
life. In order to rise, we must free ourselves of the
ropes of old that moor us to ideas of life that no longer
serve the highest idea, the highest good.
So, we embark on a wholly, holy uprising. A
revolution. A jihad in the truest sense of that word—an
uprising within ourselves. A declaration of
independence from old beliefs that have us bound to
the ideas that lack, limitation, suffering and such are
God’s will and just our lot as human beings. We are
breaking the bonds and stepping up as the free beings
of an Infinite Presence of Love, Wholeness, Abundant
Good, Creativity, and so much more that we truly are.
This month, join a revolution. Bring your tools—
spiritual practice, affirmative prayer, denials and
affirmations—and all you need to be free. It is time to
stop saying, “My life, love it or leave it” and set about
creating the life you love right here, right now!
~ Rev. David

Sunday Mornings
Zoom: 789 699 326
Meditation: 10:45 a.m.
Service: 11 a.m.

Senior Minister
Rev. David Robinson

Inside
A Very Special Women’s
Circle Held in April
Youth Will Co-create the
Service on May 30th
“I think love is the only security
there is in the Universe. There
is nothing worthwhile without
it and with it, a person can
live—even if he has nothing
else. We must have love
and for everybody.”
~ Ernest Holmes

Sunday Talk Titles
May2nd ~ This Adventure Called Life

To overcome fear is the greatest adventure of
the mind. Guest Speaker, Susan Einhorn

Books for April
Timeless Wisdom

N

othing lies beyond
the scope of your
ability. Literally all
the good things that life and
the world offer are yours to
have and enjoy. But you need
to recognize them, accept
them, and incorporate them
into the new design you are

th

May 9 ~ Revolutionary Love

Love has no borders, no conditions.

May 16th ~ This Too is God?

In the mind of God there are only perfect
patterns of existence and Divine ideas. Service
followed by community meeting.

May 23rd ~ Say My Name

The Bible calls the Divine by many names. But
when we get the clue to the sacred name, we
find each of them implies all the others.

May 30th ~ Boldly Living a New Story
We must live the Truth we know and live it
boldly.

Brent Pendleton,
Amy Shephard
& Shani Banai,
our beloved Music
& Sound Team
Core Council
Rev. David Robinson, Spiritual Leader
Buffie Finkel, President
Barbara Yanagimachi, Vice President
Christi Johnson, Treasurer
Luke Sutton, Secretary
Message Phone: (360) 255-7878
Mailing address:
3701 Pacific Avenue SE, PMB 327
Olympia, WA 98501
Check us out on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/csloly
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now going to create. In this cherished spiritual
classic, Holmes demonstrates that desires—
from health, love, and friendship to the career
and home of your dreams—are not only
possible to realize but are within each person's
reach. By Ernest Holmes and William Kinnear.

Evolutionary Vision

H

ow do we fix a
broken world while
not breaking
ourselves? Valarie Kaur,
renowned Sikh activist,
filmmaker, and civil rights
lawyer describes
revolutionary love as the
call of our time, a radical,
joyful practice that extends
in three directions: to others, to our
opponents, and to ourselves.
It enjoins us to see no stranger but instead
look at others and say: “You are part of me I
do not yet know.” Starting from that place of
wonder, the world begins to change: It is a
practice that can transform a relationship, a
community, a culture, even a nation.

Flowers can’t solve
all problems but they’
are a great start.
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April Women’s
Circle Meeting

B

uffie Finkel hosted a
garden party version of
the Women’s Circle on
April 17th. Everyone was
overjoyed to see each other in
person. Hugs, laughter and
renewed connections were
featured attractions.
Laura Farris, Marlisa Johnson, Susan
Strobel, Crystal Vernon and Angelina
O’Connor enjoyed their conversations
along with the sunny skies and tea-time
treats brought by the attendees.
Our special guest was Rev. Libby O’Day. She is
pictured here with our hostess in her very best
hat. It was wonderful to see Libby along with all
our Women’s Circle sisters on a lovely spring day.
The scene will no doubt be repeated as we
gather for the May 15th meeting hosted by Marlisa
Johnson. To be added to the contact list send an
email to: ckremedy4u@gmail.com. All CSL women
are welcome to attend.

The youth had a
blast at the Easter
Egg Hunt and
celebration.
Special thanks
to Jennifer Howie
for allowing us to
create this eggciting event on her
beautiful wooded
property.
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Youth & Family Program
May is moving our masterpieces. We visit a virtual
museum, interact with art and become inspired to
tap into the museum we all have inside.
First Week: This Adventure Called Life

We look at allowing this one life to show up, taking
holy risks to evolve, and taking chances —
opportunities—to let our spiritual magnificence be
our experience.
Youth explore Edgar Degas dance paintings, the
moving art of Vincent van Gogh and interesting
abstracts and describe their emotional connection to
the art. They create their own masterpiece based on
the adventure they experienced with these works of
art.

the difficult and finding the God-gift in
everything, allows us to feel powerfully
loved.
In their museum tour, youth explore
how artists use color to create mood and
evoke emotion. Appreciating their range
of feelings as part of their God-self, the
youth create their own art that reflects
being scared, silly, mad and glad.

Week Four: Honoring Life

We give ourselves opportunities to
remember, reflect and honor life/God
Week Two: Unconditional Love
expressing as each
—Mother’s Day
person. This allows our
Embracing the difficult
Unconditional love is a powerfully
power, story and love
and finding the Godcommitted wholly holy revolutionary
to live on in us.
act that exudes grace, compassion,
gift in everything,
At the virtual
and boldness.
allows us to feel
museum, youth find
Youth continue their museum
favorite objects within
powerfully loved.
adventure exploring still life and
the art prints, create
landscape art. Learning to love and
their own rendition and a list of related
appreciate art—and people—from different aspects,
words. Honoring their choices and the
they express unconditional love, drawing their moms in artists of the past who brought it to life,
a landscape art piece of their own for Mother’s Day.
they create a poem to post with their
picture.

Week Three: This Too Is God

It’s easy to see God in the beauty of the world and
harder to see God in what we avoid. Embracing the
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Week Five: Self-Love
In this Youth/Adult service, youth will
demonstrate ways they are committing
to boldly living their best story through
art. Describing what they learned about
the importance of art museums in their
community, youth also speak to the art
museum within that we all express from.
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Core Council Report

this when we gather. So today and
tomorrow, we participate in this
new and exciting future by showing
up, saying yes, and knowing our
unity with the One.
~ Buffie Finkel,
Core Council President

R

ichard Rohr, in his daily meditation on April 1 st
2020, said this: “We are an instance of a
universal and even eternal pattern...
Understanding that our lives are not about us is
the connection point with everything else. It lowers
the mountains and fills in the valleys that we have
created, as we gradually recognize that the myriad
forms of life in the universe are merely parts of the
one life that most of us call God. After such a
discovery, we are grateful to be a part—and only a
part. We do not have to figure it all out, straighten it
all out or even do it perfectly by ourselves. We do not
have to be God. It is an enormous weight off our
backs. All we have to do is participate.”
In the past year we have gracefully moved from
being a church constrained by four walls, to being
a church whose vision, mission and purpose radiate
outward, our intentions moving into the
Law and into reality.
Covid may have been the stimulus which abruptly
motivated us to step into this more expanded version
of ourselves, but it wasn’t the reason. The reason is
that we had set an intention, in our center, at the
national level and as a world focus, to co-create a
world that works for everyone.
Many of us are wondering what does this
participation look like moving forward? As a community
we will be asking ourselves this question. Even more to
the point, we will be speaking and listening to each
other as we answer. I have no doubt that it will be a
fruitful conversation. Why? Because we always have

Prayer
Support
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Sunday, May 16th is our
regular community
meeting starting right
after the service. Topics
will include: What is our
fit in our community’s
ecosystem? And an
update on our search
for a new home.

May Birthdays
4th Janet Therese
22nd Barbara Yanagimachi
24th Chelle Hunsinger
de Enciso
th
29 Camille Pedersen

Practitioners
Teresa Bielenberg
Linda Bremer
Sandy Dell

Susan Einhorn
Buffie Finkel
Marlisa Johnson

Alex Perlman
Sylvia Schroeder

Call the message phone: (360) 255-7878, ext. 4 to listen
to a prayer recorded each week by a Practitioner.
Center for Spiritual Living
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S

Live and Love Boldly

pring; one of my favorite times
happens, was looked at through the eyes of
of year. Flowers, sunshine,
love? How would that change our perspective?
outside activities, Mother’s Day
The person who cuts us off in traffic; send them
and oh, so much more.
love. The person who appears to cut in line at
What a perfect time to enjoy this place
the grocery store; send them love. Love lifts our
we have chosen to live. I mean chosen to
hearts; love changes our vibration. Love feels
live literally. We all have choices and we
good.
all can and do manifest what we
experience in our lives, both
Even though we may think
“Jesus knew what we all
consciously and unconsciously. I
we are sending it out to
believe we are where we are
them, which we are,
must learn: that we
physically, emotionally and
there is a bigger
cannot really have an
spiritually based on our inner
realization. We are
attitude of dislike or hate
dialogue, our inner guide, our
receiving it right back and
or
viciousness
toward
Spirit. Yes, we are that powerful
now it is multiplied.
other people without
and we are that magnificent.
I envision a time when
We are spiritual beings
everyone feels this way,
robbing ourselves of the
showing up in these human
and everyone lives from
healing power and the
bodies on this planet we call
love; lives boldly from
comforting Presence and
Earth. How glorious is that?
love. I feel and sense that
the
Divine
Assurance
Knowing we chose to be right
more and more every day.
here, right now also means we
The more I am in that
that the universe itself
have choices as we move
mode, the easier it is to
rests on the shoulders of
forward in our lives.
stay in that mode. It is
Love.
We may not always feel as
certainly very freeing and
~Ernest Homes uplifting.
though we can choose
everything that touches our
So, I choose to be love
Ideas for Living
lives, but we certainly have the
each and every day. I
absolute choice on how we react
admit I don’t always
to what happens. We can rise up and see
succeed, but you know what? I just take a deep
all that occurs as a blessing or we can lay
breath, forgive myself and keep trying.
down and submit to thinking we are just a
In closing, I ask you to live from love, cast
victim of circumstance. I choose rising up.
out any thoughts of lack, know the Universe is
During Practitioner training I learned to
on your side and therefore, live and love boldly.
look at everything that has happened in
Be the person you are meant to be, because
my life with gratitude, forgiveness—of self
only you can be the perfect you. And really, who
and others—and ultimately with love. Love
else would you want to be? With much love and
is the answer, love is all we need.
gratitude,
What if everyone and everything that
~ Marlisa Johnson, RScP
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C

Meet a Beloved Elder

aroline Fenn is one of our honored
visited a dairy
elders who continues to serve,
farm. In their 20’s
support and sustain our CSL
now, Caroline feels
community. Caroline has taken a
such close and
variety of classes, acted as a facilitator for
lasting bonds with
Sacred Circles and worked diligently on the
them.
Membership Committee as chairwoman. She
Caroline also
has been on the Prosperity, Hospitality, and
feels the magic of
Altar teams and hosted Nourishing Our
music and has been
Community events. She also spearheaded the
gifted with the
Prayer Shawl Ministry.
talent to play the
After she and her late husband, Don, saw
flute and the
an article in The Olympian
piccolo. She has participated in
announcing a meditation and
bands, orchestras and ensembles.
“CSL
and
its
teachings
spiritual service without
She also became a percussionist
have helped me to
dogma, CSL became their
mostly playing bass drum,
develop
a
strong
Sunday destination. Caroline
cymbals, triangle and a bit of
has been a member since
spiritual faith that has snare drum. Caroline’s voice has
2007. “CSL and its teachings
contributed to the occasional
become my daily
have helped me to develop a
practice, allowing me a choir at CSL as an appreciated
strong spiritual faith that has
member who could actually read
freedom to embrace
become my daily practice,
music. “Participating in music
the
aging
process
as
a
allowing me the freedom to
groups continues to be a very
period of joyful
embrace the aging process as
joyful and satisfying pursuit,”
a period of joyful acceptance
sings Caroline.
acceptance with the
in the companionship of Spirit
This last sheltered year has
companionship of
God.”
meant
focusing on her other
Spirit God.”
She also feels so blessed to
interests such as pine-needle
be the matriarch of five
basketry, cross-stitch embroidery
children and eight grandchildren. Three great
and wool needle felting. Caroline loves
grandchildren are on their way this year. “My
being outdoors and has spent the last 20
family is my legacy, my joy, my inspiration,”
years hiking many places in the United
Caroline explained. When her grandchildren
States. Locally, she has enjoyed hiking to
reach the ages of eight or nine she has been
waterfalls in Western Washington
delighted to be able to accompany them on
accompanied by her binoculars for bird
intergenerational trips. The week spent with
watching.
each of them individually have covered
Meeting again in person will be a blessing
travels to Yellowstone National Park, the
for those who have not met Caroline. For
Grand Canyon, the Olympic Peninsula, the
the rest of us, we so look forward to
California central coast and the Oregon Trail.
reconnecting each Sunday with this openThey have kayaked the Columbia River,
hearted member of our Center.
watched the San Francisco Giants play and
~ Linda Sickles
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The CSL Men's coffee group
meets on Friday mornings
each week at 10 a.m.
For more info contact
Denny Kautzmann at:
CSLDenny@gmail.com
The Women’s Circle meets on
Saturday, May 15th at Marlisa Johnson’s
2 to 5 p.m. All CSL women are warmly
invited to attend. To be added
to the email list please contact
Carol Kautzmann: ckremedy4u@gmail.com

Sacred Sunday Meditation
On the third Sunday of each month, you are invited to
engage in spiritual practice with friends. It is a deep,
lovely, sacred time. Meditation, contemplation, inner
journeying and sharing of experiences are just some of
what happens during this time. Join us on Sunday, May 18 th
From 6 to 7 p.m. ~ Zoom: ID# 789-699-326

Soft little noses are now pushing up,
The colors of summer soon will erupt.
Their slumber is over, they wake from their
dreams,
But they’re all covered up by winter’s extremes.
“Clean it up,” they all cry, “get rid of this mess!”
Brought by the storms and the winds from the
west.
“Rake up the twigs and the carpet of leaves,
We’re buried down here and we’d like to breathe.”
But oh how they’ll sigh when the earth is swept
clean.
So the sky and the clouds and the stars can be
seen.
Rejoice all ye gardeners, get down on your knees.
And listen to voices as soft as the breeze.
~ Karyn Lindberg
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Ode to Springtime

Brent Pendleton,
Music Director
Shani Banai,
Zoom Support
Adrienne Cherry,
Youth Director
Marlisa Johnson,
Bookkeeper
Tiffany Merkel,
Administrative Assistant
Sandy Dell,
Website
Karyn Lindberg,
Newsletter Editor
Message Phone
(360) 255-7878
Website:

www.cslolympia.org
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